Abstract
Introduction
All variables except mid-latitude were log-transformed before analysis. Correlations among 128 variables are given in Table 1 ; note song duration and total number of elements were only 129 moderately correlated (r = 0.6), therefore we conducted our analyses using both song duration 130 and total number of elements separately. We controlled for phylogeny in our analyses based 131 on the tree reported in Supriya et al. (2016; see Fig. 1 ). Because we do not expect any 132 particular direction of causality between song and sperm traits, we calculated phylogenetic 133 partial correlations between total sperm length and each of the song variables, while 134 controlling for body mass and mid-latitude using the approach laid out in Lüpold et al.
135
(2015). Briefly, we obtained phylogenetic independent contrasts for all variables using the R 136 package APE (Paradis et al. 2004 ). Next, we constructed a matrix of pairwise correlations 137 between contrasts of song traits, sperm length, body mass and mid-latitude using the formula reasonable to assume that a given absolute investment would be less costly for a larger 215 species. Body size is positively correlated with total sperm length and both song duration and 216 total number of song elements in our dataset (Table 1) . However, including body size and 217 latitude had only a small effect on the correlation between sperm length and number of 218 elements, reducing significance from P = 0.06 to P = 0.13. We confirmed the small influence 219 from a stepwise regression analysis in which mass and latitude dropped out before song 220 elements (not shown). Hence we suggest that, beyond influences of latitude and body size, 221 males of some species invest more in reproduction than others and this accounts for the 222 positive correlations reported here; which is consistent with suggestions from a number of
The positive correlations we detected in the current study were weak. This might 12 post-copulatory investment may arise because some species invest more into obtain 251 fertilizations than others. 
